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Materials:

2- 6.5” w x 6.5“h for POCKET

2- 6.5” w x 3“h for FLAPS. Note: we used a solid for the pocket, see additional notes if you use 
prints.

2-  1.25” w x 6.5” h printed for SIDES 
 
1- 8” w x 3“h printed fabric for TOP

1- 8”w x 1.25”h printed fabric for BOTTOM

1- 8“w x 10.5”h printed fabric for OUTER

1- 8“w x 10.5”h batting

1 pc 15“ - 1/2”  twill tape
1 pc 11” - 1/2“  twill tape

Other items: pins, fabric marker, point tuner, scissors or rotary cutter, ruler, iron.

JEWELRY ROLL TUTORIAL 
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1. Create a 1/2” hem on both the top and bottom edges of one of the pocket pieces. This will 
be the FRONT OF POCKET. Note: if you are using a print, both pieces should be print side up.

BACK OF POCKET

FRONT OF POCKET
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2. Center the FRONT OF POCKET on the BACK OF POCKET top to bottom. Using a marker, 
mark stitch lines and topstitch as shown. Note: if you are using a print, both pieces should be 
print side up.

CENTER

2”2”
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3a. Take each of the 2 FLAP pieces and fold in half (right sides together, if using a print). 
Stitch 1/4” along sides. Snip corners.

3b. Turn inside out and gently poke out the corners to make them neat. Press.

3a

3b
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4. Stitch the SIDE pieces to the POCKET. Press open.
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5. Lay the FLAPS over the top and bottom edges of the POCKET.    

5a.  Sew the TOP and BOTTOM edges to the POCKET, catching FLAPS into seam.  Press 
open seam. Press FLAPS in towards POCKET.

TOP

BOTTOM
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6. Hem one edge of each of the STRAPS.         

6a. Pin the raw edges of straps to the center of the TOP. Note: be sure to fold the STRAPS under 
so they don’t get caught in the edges once they get sewn.



BATTING

POCKET LAYER
OUTER LAYER
(RIGHT SIDE FACING
POCKET LAYER)
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6. Layer POCKET and OUTER right sides together, 
then layer the batting on the back of OUTER.

6a. Stitch 1/4”  along the entire perimeter 
leaving a 2-3” opening at the bottom edge.
Trim corners.



FOLD

FOLD
FLAP
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7.  Turn inside out through the opening and poke out the corners. Press. Topstitch scant 
1/4”  - do not catch the STRAPS in the stitching. Fold in the center of the pocket, then wrap 
the �ap around to the front. Enjoy!                                


